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Gretel the boy in the striped pajamas quotes

[first lines] Mother : Hello, honey. Bruno : Mom, what's going on? Mother : We celebrate. Bruno : Celebrating? Your father has been promoted. Gretel : It means a better job. Bruno : I know what promotion is. Mother : So we're going to have a little party to celebrate. Bruno : He's still going to be a soldier though, isn't he? Mother: Yes, my lamb. Just a more important one, now. I have some even more exciting
news, but I think dad would tell you about it himself. HomeStudy GuidesThe boy in striped pajamasquotes and analysis the boy in striped pajamas What happened then was both unexpected and extremely uncomfortable. Lieutenant Kotler got very angry with Pavel and no one - not Bruno, not Gretl, not his mother and not even a father - stepped in to stop him doing what he did next, even though none of
them could watch. Although it made Bruno cry and Grete pale. Narrator, 148-149 This is a description of one of the only acts of violence Bruno testifies during the story. Lieutenant Kotler, the young soldier whom Bruno has always disliked, attacks Pavel for spilling a bottle of wine into his lap while trying to fill up his glass. The Boyne deliberately omits the details of the violent act so that it can represent the
great violence of the Holocaust itself and, by extension, of any genocide. In this interaction, Bruno and his family represent bystanders who are disgusted and disturbed by the violence, yet do nothing to disrupt it or stop it. I'm thirteen years old, for heaven's sake! I can't afford to act like a child, even if you can. Grete, 159 This is Grete's answer to Bruno when he asks her if she has her own imaginary friend.
He just lied to her about Shmuel, after letting the boy's name slip. Despite Gretel's insistence that she is too mature to behave like a child, Bruno hears her talk to her dolls as she leaves her room. This tension between her perception of herself as a teenager versus her childlike behavior characterizes Grete as a representative of her peers group in Nazi-occupied Germany. If her family had lived in Berlin,
she would have apparently been a member of the Hitler youth. Of course all this happened a long time ago, and nothing like that can ever happen again. Not in this day and age. Narrator, 216 Boyne issues a veiled plea to the reader in the final statement of the story, after the father, devastated at having realized that his son has fallen victim to his own concentration camp, has been taken away from
Auschwitz. Boyne means that the reader considers exactly the opposite of this ironic comment: of course there is genocide happening in this day and age, all over the world, and the reader probably uses different coping strategies to ignore or reject them. This idea is a commentary on the perspective of those who allowed the Holocaust to happen while they remained removed from it, since it did not affect
them personally. It to all witnesses to genocide at any time or place. The reader is meant to question how easy it is to look from a distance, as long as one is not exposed. Some people make all the decisions for us. Mother, 14 Mother says this loudly when she opens a box to unpack at the family's new home near Auschwitz. Bruno knows that when mom uses the phrase some people, she means Father.
This quote is representative of the mother's passive-aggressive dissatisfaction in the family situation, as well as by women's general lack of power. A home is not a building or a street or a city or something as artificial as bricks and mortar. A home is where one's family is, right? Father, 47 Father says this to Bruno as part of his explanation of why Bruno should stop being upset about the family's move to
Auschwitz. It's a reasonable, relatable thing to say, and the reader can agree with Father about what makes a home. By allowing the reader to relate to this otherwise terrible character, Boyne invites us to see our own humanity in the actions of the Nazis. Those people... Well, they're not human at all, Bruno. Father, 53 When Bruno asks father about the Jews he has seen living on the other side of the
fence, father urges him not to worry about them or try to understand them. In this quote, he gives the explanation of how the Nazis were able to carry out such atrocities against the Jews: they convinced themselves that they were not human beings, and therefore had no right to basic human rights or even to life. I think I've always been here. Pavel, 84 This is Pavel's answer to Bruno when the young boy
asks him how long he has been in Auschwitz. Pavel used to work as a doctor and has been referred to work as Bruno's family chef and server. He has been deprived not only of his profession, but by his humanity, and his resignation to his fate is clear in this answer. The prisoners of Auschwitz lost track of their time and often lost track of their self-esteem. The ones you have to have dinner in this house. It
makes me sick. And seeing you in that uniform makes me want to rip my eyes off my head! Grandma, 93 This is grandma's reaction to the news that her son, Bruno's father, has been promoted by Adolf Hitler. She refers to the evening in which The Fury and Eva had dinner with Bruno's parents, expressing her disbelief and displeasure. Her character represents those Germans who did not support the rise
of the Nazi party, but it also points to the powerlessness of women who may have had strong opinions. Their voices were not heard of the march against world domination through genocide. It's so unfair. I don't see why I have to get stuck here on this side of the fence where there's no one to talk to, and nobody to play with, and you get to have dozens of friends and probably play for hours every day. I
need to talk to my father about it. Bruno, 111 In his first conversation with Shmuel, Bruno reveals how he understands about the situation in Auschwitz. This quote represents a case of dramatic irony, in which the reader understands that Bruno has a backward-looking notion of how things are: while the situation is unfair, it is Shmuel who is stuck on the wrong side of the fence. This quote represents Bruno's
childish misunderstanding of the Holocaust, as well as his innocence at this point in history. I'm very sorry, Shmuel... I can't believe I didn't tell him the truth. I've never let a friend like that down before. Shmuel, I'm ashamed of myself. Bruno, page 175 This is Bruno's apology to Shmuel after he fails to speak up for his friend to Lieutenant Kotler. It is suggested to the reader that his inaction resulted in physical
harm to Shmuel, and here is forced to take responsibility for the pain he has caused. This moment sets him apart from his father and the other Nazis, who cause pain on a much larger scale but do not take responsibility for it. Next section chapter one and two summary and analysis Previous section Themes Buy Study Guide Meghan Joyce Tozer. Suduiko, Aaron ed. The boy in the striped pajama quotes
and analysis. GradeSaver, 26 October 2014 Web. Quote this page Join today and never see them again. By entering your email address, you agree to receive emails from Shmoop and confirm that you are over the age of 13. Grete is Bruno's older and, as far as she is concerned, wiser sister. She and Bruno don't talk much, although there's no one else to be with, and for the most part Gretel acts as a
source of information for Bruno. Unfortunately, this information is often messy or simply wrong. Despite seeing himself as a fount of wisdom, Gretel is still only a child, after all. To the extent that Bruno is a young German and Grete is in a kind of leadership position, she represents how misunderstood German leadership is at this point. Let's be friends... In a way, gretel won't do much with his little brother,
after they've moved, gretel is somehow nice to Bruno when they come: Gretel looked at his little brother and agreed with him for once. I know what you mean [...] It's not very nice, is it? (3.115) She commiserates with her brother about their situation in being forced away from their friends, but when Bruno shows her the children he can see from his window in chapter 4, Grete doesn't understand what they
see. At first she suggests that Auschwitz is a kind of farm, but when Bruno points out that this can't be (no animals or crops, after all), she admits he's probably right. Instead of considering a darker explanation, however, she easily agrees with her brother's assessment that they might all practice some kind of notion as soldiers scream at children in the camp. And then she goes to play with her dolls. Grete
has had enough sibling ties for a day, thank you very much. Smarty Pants... SlagsGretel interests mature from dolls to and she begins to learn about the war. Frustratingly, though - for us and forBruno - she keeps a lot of what she learns for herself. Classic older sister move, right? Instead of using his newfound knowledge to enlighten Bruno, Grete uses it to elevate her own position, to distinguish herself
from his annoying little brother. For example, she explains to Bruno that: The fence is not there to prevent us from going there. It is to prevent [the Jews] from coming here (12.1088). Sounds like she's off to a good start, doesn't she? She is certainly no longer super confused about what is happening next door. And yet, when Bruno asks her why people don't like Jewish people, she says simply: Because
they are Jews (12.1109). Oy vey - thanks for nothing, sister. In Gretel's defense, as she learns about the war and concentration camps, she also comes up against some really hard truths about her father and his work. It may be that she just isn't quite ready to dig deep into the rationale behind her father's work — to do so presents the danger in a rather unfavorable light. And as she grows up, she can feel
resistant to really confronting who and how her father is in the world. Come with us today and never see them again. By entering your email address, you agree to receive emails from Shmoop and confirm that you are over the age of 13. 13.
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